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For our government to succeed and achieve its mission, 
it must be able to identify and hire skilled, capable and 
dedicated employees.

Everyone agrees that the federal government doesn’t 
always hire well, with talent lost because the selec-
tion process today moves too slowly and because hir-
ing managers and human resources personnel often do 
a poor job of selecting the right candidates—those who 
will be the most successful in the job.

The Obama administration is seeking to address these 
issues with a hiring reform plan that calls for agencies to 

“select high-quality candidates efficiently and quickly.”

As the administration implements this new initiative in 
the fall, the key challenge will be creating a process that 
is balanced—one that truly puts emphasis both on speed 
and high quality. Without considerable time and energy 
being devoted to conducting good assessments of job 
seekers, a speed-up of the process only will result in the 
government getting the wrong candidates faster.

Given the direct connection between good hiring deci-
sions, a first-class civil service and a high performing 
government, the Partnership for Public Service, in co-
operation with PDRI, a PreVisor Company, took an in-
depth look at how agencies are assessing candidates for 
federal jobs today, the barriers to hiring the best candi-
dates and how the process can be improved. 

Our study found that applicant assessment is the weak-
est link in the government’s problematic hiring chain, 
with top candidates frequently getting lost in meaning-
less evaluation. The public is the biggest loser, because 
the result often is a wasted opportunity to strengthen 
the civil service.

The federal hiring process by design is less flexible than 
the private sector’s, with congressionally mandated 
merit principles requiring agencies to select qualified 
candidates through “fair and open competition” and 
ensure that all receive “equal opportunity.” Government 
also must balance other priorities, including diversity 
and veterans’ preference—requirements that cannot be 
properly implemented without valid and effective as-
sessment tools.

Last year, the government’s hiring challenges were 
compounded by the daunting task of reviewing 13.5 mil-

lion job applications, a record number undoubtedly fu-
eled by the nation’s economic crisis. By year’s end, there 
were some 159,000 employees hired into permanent po-
sitions across the federal government.

The unique federal hiring principles clearly affect the 
applicant review process, and the sheer volume of ap-
plications makes it difficult to identify qualified candi-
dates and predict job performance. To be clear, evalu-
ating candidates for federal jobs is a difficult task. But 
there are also numerous other barriers ranging from 
the lack of collaboration among key players in the hir-
ing process to shortage of expertise and resources that 
require attention if the assessment of candidates for 
federal employment is to be meaningful.

Some of these issues have been raised in past studies, 
but most remain unaddressed. Part of the problem has 
been the tendency for participants in this process to lay 
blame and point fingers at each other without devoting 
enough attention to workable solutions. 

In our study, we found that:

• Key players—hiring managers, human resources 
(HR) professionals, agency leaders and the Office of 
Personnel Management (OPM)—often do not work 
in tandem to effectively assess job candidates. Most 
agencies neither seek nor get sufficient direction 
and support from OPM, hiring managers lack need-
ed guidance and help from their human resources 
staff in assessing candidate qualifications, and se-
nior agency leaders fail to give sufficient backing to 
HR professionals or to make applicant assessment a 
priority in the hiring process.

• HR staffs often have limited resources, competen-
cies and training needed to assist and guide hiring 
managers with their assessment of job applicants. 
At the same time, hiring managers frequently lack 
many of the basic skills to perform their roles in the 
assessment process, including the ability to ask rele-
vant questions and structure job interviews in ways 
that capture consistent information and support op-
timal hiring decisions. 

• Agencies view assessment too narrowly and miss 
out on good candidates. There is a tendency to 
think that assessment is confined just to the formal 
process of measuring applicant competencies. As a 
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result, HR and hiring managers may pay too little 
attention to other important parts of the process, 
including ensuring that job requirements are clear, 
that reference checks are conducted properly, and 
that they use the probationary period to validate 
hiring decisions. In addition, agencies routinely fail 
to recognize the high value of intern programs and 
have greatly underutilized internships as the best 
way to identify, assess and hire entry-level talent.

• Automated applicant tracking systems are meant to 
expedite the hiring process and support good HR 
practices, but in many instances they are poorly 
utilized and do not meet the needs of the agencies. 
There are multiple systems in use across the gov-
ernment that cannot share information, creating 
difficulties for applicants to find jobs that suit their 
talents and for HR staff who must manage hiring. In 
addition to these limitations, agency staff often do 
not have full working knowledge of the systems and 
miss some of the benefits that are available.

• OPM and agencies need good, reliable measures to 
gauge progress around assessment, but few agencies 
collect data that either HR staff or hiring managers 
find useful. Even when information is useful, it does 
not regularly reach the people in agencies who will 
most likely benefit from it.

As part of the administration’s hiring reform, OPM is 
spearheading efforts to streamline and improve the 
processes for job announcements, applications and as-
sessment, including the development of standard tools 
to assess candidates’ competencies relevant to many 
federal jobs.

The success of this effort will hinge on the quality of 
these new assessment tools as well as OPM’s ability 
to establish regular and meaningful interactions with 
agencies to implement them. 

Clearly, agencies must take advantage of the guidance 
and tools provided by OPM, set sensible goals in line 
with agency needs and reach out for advice and support 
to make the new hiring process work. OPM, agency 
leaders, hiring managers and human resources profes-
sionals must rally their attention and resources to im-
prove the way government assesses the qualifications 
and skills of job applicants. We also believe there are a 
number of steps that should be taken to overcome the 
existing barriers and enhance this process.

Based on our study, we recommend:

• HR specialists and hiring managers need to work 
together more effectively to assess the qualifica-
tions of job applicants. This means defining roles 
and responsibilities at the outset, setting realistic 
milestones for filling vacancies, and then following 
through to ensure that their collaboration adds val-
ue and improves the quality of candidates identified 
in the hiring process.

• Senior agency leaders, not just the heads of HR, 
must elevate the importance of assessment in the 
hiring process by investing sufficient staff time and 
resources, outlining reasonable goals for agency 
success, promoting ownership among key agency 
staff and holding appropriate people accountable 
for results.

• OPM should be wary of training approaches that 
separate key players, such as human resources per-
sonnel and hiring managers, as these tend to rein-
force challenges in communicating and cooperating. 
Instead, OPM should bring these groups together 
for training that stimulates teamwork. The training 
should provide help in identifying critical job com-
petencies, specifics on how to screen large volumes 
of resumes objectively, guidance in selecting appro-
priate assessment options and templates for struc-
tured job interviews.

• Agencies should give priority to bringing on new 
skilled HR staff who can guide and support hiring 
managers through the assessment process. 

• Assessment must be closely connected to the rest of 
the hiring process and not viewed in isolation. This 
means that agencies must write clear job announce-
ments, check references thoroughly to verify ap-
plicant suitability and actively use the probationary 
period to gauge the success of new employees.

• Agencies must take greater advantage of intern pro-
grams by seizing the opportunity to assess the po-
tential of young candidates while they are on the 
job—one of the best indicators of employees’ future 
performance—and hire those who have demonstrat-
ed they have the right qualifications and abilities for 
vacant positions.

• OPM needs to establish a common standard for 
applicant tracking systems and provide a corre-
sponding information technology platform that will 
enable integration of diverse systems to support as-
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sessment. Agencies also need technical specialists to 
ensure that staff is trained to make good use of ap-
plicant tracking systems.

• Agencies should jettison make-work data collection 
and analysis, and instead focus on a few core data 
points that together measure meaningful outcomes 
and provide a big-picture view of the effectiveness of 
assessments. Key indicators of effectiveness should 
include the satisfaction of hiring mangers with new 
employees after six months to a year, the level of 
employee job satisfaction after a similar time period, 
the rate of new employee attrition and performance 
of new workers.

There is no doubt that good assessment tools help 
identify those applicants who are likely to perform a 
job more effectively than others and provide managers 
with the information they need to make better hiring 
decisions. This in turn translates into better employee 
performance, better results for the agencies and better 
services for the American public.

Devoting resources and attention to assessment is a key 
element needed to make federal hiring reforms work 
and must become a priority for federal managers and 
remain one for the Obama administration. The focus 
moving forward should be on how to make things right, 
not on who’s doing it wrong.
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The federal government hires hundreds of employees 
each day into its civilian workforce of 2.1 million. The 
potential impact of each new employee may seem small, 
but together they filled nearly 159,000 permanent posi-
tions in 2009.1 That’s a big infusion of new talent—more 
employees than work at Starbucks (124,000), General 
Motors (145,000) or Microsoft, Google and Amazon 
combined (130,000). And it happens each year, as em-
ployees inevitably retire or leave the federal workforce. 
Unfortunately, problems with federal hiring and, in par-
ticular, difficulty in identifying the best candidates for 
open jobs, result in government squandering many of 
its chances to strengthen the public service workforce. 

Figure 1 The five stages of the federal hiring process

❶ Workforce Planning

❷ Marketing and recruiting

❸ candidate assessMent

❹ selection

❺ onboarding

There is ample room for mistakes in federal hiring—a 
complex system with five major stages and many mov-
ing parts.2 In brief, hiring begins with workforce plan-
ning to align an agency’s personnel needs with top mis-
sion goals. The next stage involves recruitment efforts 
to reach great candidates. The third stage in hiring cov-

1 Data from the OPM’s Central Personnel Data File (CPDF) were 
used for this analysis. New workers FY 2009 included full-time per-
manent employees, as well as permanent employees hired for part-
time and seasonal work. We included former federal employees 
returning after a break in service, but excluded transfers between 
agencies, reinstatements and status-quo appointments. These CPDF 
results also do not include new employees in intelligence agencies, 
the Postal Service, the judicial and legislative branches or those in the 
State Department Foreign Service.
2 Adapted from U.S. Office of Personnel Management, End to End 
Hiring Roadmap, 4-6.

ers candidate assessment, which includes gauging can-
didates’ capabilities and identifying those most likely 
to succeed in the jobs being filled. The fourth stage, 
security and selection, is where agencies convince the 
top candidate(s) to accept a job offer, obtain any secu-
rity clearances needed and verify background informa-
tion. Onboarding, which includes orientation and the 
probationary period, is the final hiring stage, and often 
involves a year-long effort to help new employees accli-
mate and become productive in their new roles.

A breakdown anywhere along the hiring chain can re-
sult in problems. The U.S. Merit Systems Protection 
Board (MSPB), the Government Accountability Office 
and the Partnership for Public Service have all conduct-
ed research that identified various shortcomings in the 
hiring process.3

As reported in the Partnership’s August 2010 report, 
“Closing the Gap: Seven Obstacles to a First-Class Fed-
eral Workforce,” the federal Chief Human Capital Offi-
cers (CHCOs)and other HR leaders cited a government 
hiring process that is long, inefficient and burdensome; 
the erosion of human resources (HR) expertise, limited 
collaboration between HR and hiring managers, lim-
ited resources to improve hiring and the challenges in 
applying the statutory merit system principles and the 
veterans’ preference. Other reports have cited use of un-
reliable standards and tools to determine qualifications 
and identify the best candidates. 

The Obama administration, under the leadership of 
OPM and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), 
now is in the midst of an unprecedented hiring reform 
initiative to address the most vexing problems, includ-
ing speeding up the hiring process and making it more 
transparent.

But these hiring reform proposals have prompted words 
of caution from federal CHCOs. As reported in the Part-
nership’s August 2010 report, the CHCOs said that sim-
ply speeding up the hiring process is insufficient and 
emphasized that improving the quality of those hired 
is as important, if not more important. A bad hire is still 
a bad hire even when done quickly. The CHCOs, while 

3 U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, Reforming Federal Hiring; 
General Accountability Office, Government-wide Management Im-
provement Efforts, 8. 
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supportive of the reforms, also cautioned that the hu-
man resources community—the very people who will 
be on the front lines seeking to implement the hiring 
changes—are not fully up to the task.

Why assessment is essential to hiring success

This report focuses on what may well be the weakest 
link in the hiring chain—assessing applicants. Effective 
assessment is the linchpin of federal hiring, both help-
ing to ensure that an agency’s planning and recruiting 
pay off and acting as a pass-through point for getting 
qualified people into the right federal jobs. Familiar as-
sessment tools include job knowledge tests, interviews, 
biographical data, reference checks and many others 
(see Appendix C). But the names of these tools are far 
less important than how they are developed and applied 
within agencies. 

Studies show that hiring succeeds more often when as-
sessment criteria are objective, easily verified, linked 
to performance and applied consistently to applicants. 
People hired under these conditions are better matched 
to their jobs, perform better and have higher retention 
rates.4 These and related measures translate to better 
results as well as millions of dollars in savings—both 
wins for the agency and the public. In contrast, poor as-
sessment ultimately hurts government’s ability to serve 
the public due to higher turnover and weaker perfor-
mance.

A core principle of our merit-based civil service system 
is that “selection and advancement should be deter-
mined solely on the basis of relative ability, knowledge, 
and skills after fair and open competition which assures 
that all receive equal opportunity.” By definition, this 
principle cannot be met without the use of valid and 
effective assessment tools. Applying veterans’ prefer-
ence, a unique aspect of federal hiring, is likewise un-
dercut by weak assessments. Veterans are given prefer-
ence over non-veteran candidates with roughly equal or 
lesser qualifications—a process that assumes accuracy 
in comparing and ranking candidates, as well as placing 
them in categories with similarly qualified candidates. 
Without good assessment tools to make these judg-
ments, veterans’ preference does not work as intended. 

4 Partnership for Public Service, Asking the Wrong Questions; MSPB, 
Reforming Federal Hiring; MSPB, Job Simulations: Trying Out for a 
Federal Job; Pulakos “Selection Assessment Methods,” Society for Hu-
man Resource Management (2005). 

solving the right problems

It’s clear that some key stakeholders have lost faith in 
the federal hiring system. Many, including the Partner-
ship, have described the process as “broken.” Yet, some 
important parts of the hiring process appear to work 
relatively well, including government’s ability to gen-
erate public interest in federal jobs, to uphold merit 
principles and limit discrimination,5 and to ensure that 
key groups receive preference for past service and cur-
rent needs. The problem is that other essential parts 
of the process—assessment in particular—often work 
very poorly. This imbalance tends to compound exist-
ing problems. For example, the growing number of job 
candidates further exposes the weakness of agency as-
sessment procedures. 

Instead of calling the federal hiring system “broken,” a 
more constructive diagnosis may be that the system is 
badly “out of alignment.” Defining the problem in this 
way also affects how we try to solve it. Like an athlete 
who exercises one set of muscles but neglects the sup-
porting ones, government has created imbalances that 
increase the chances for self-injury or harm. We need 
to bring the pieces of federal hiring back into alignment, 
with assessment as a key lever in the process. Fortu-
nately, that is also the direction that government is look-
ing to head.

current hiring reforms and direction

The timing is right to focus on assessment. On May 11, 
2010, President Obama issued a memorandum direct-
ing OPM, agencies and hiring managers to take more 
responsibility for achieving hiring goals and to assess 
applicants using “valid and reliable” tools. In response, 
OPM is spearheading reforms to streamline and im-
prove processes for job announcements, applications 
and assessment.

Because many vacancies now attract large numbers of 
applications, good assessment procedures must com-
bine automation (for speed), with top-flight compe-
tency-based assessments (to ensure applicant quality). 
Automation can also enable agencies to use more inter-
active and media-rich assessments, such as animated 
situational judgment tests that simulate job tasks and 
activities. 

OPM is currently developing standard tools to assess 
competencies applicable to many federal job series (e.g., 

5 MSPB, Reforming Federal Hiring.
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reasoning, writing, interpersonal skills). The move re-
flects several important realities in the federal govern-
ment and is in line with recommendations from previ-
ous studies.6 

Most agencies do not regularly hire enough staff in all 
of their job series to justify the expense of developing 
their own competency-based assessments. Since similar 
jobs across agencies often require the same basic com-
petencies, it would be redundant for each agency to de-
velop and manage its own separate assessment program. 
Furthermore, developing and overseeing a program to 
assess competencies require specialized expertise in 
statistics, validation, legal issues and related areas that 
most agencies lack and can be costly to acquire.

OPM’s centralized assessment services will provide 
agencies with tools and resources that will enable them 
to implement standardized, effective and valid assess-
ments to evaluate applicants’ job qualifications for many 
federal vacancies, without having to incur the time and 
resources that would be needed to develop these in-
house. OPM plans to link these new assessments to ex-
isting automated applicant tracking systems, allowing 
the assessments to be administered and scored quickly. 
The aim is to improve hiring quality without sacrificing 
speed. 

report methodology and organization 

While President Obama’s federal hiring reforms hold 
great promise, the past is also littered with other ef-
forts that have fallen short of their goals and study rec-
ommendations that have failed to gain traction. This 
Partnership report, done in cooperation with PDRI, 
discusses why progress on assessment has been slow, 
where the sticking points are and how agencies and 
OPM can move forward more effectively to implement 
the requirements in the May 11, 2010 memorandum. 

In this report, we focus exclusively on the assessment of 
new hires, not on assessments used to determine pro-
motions for federal employees.

Our results draw on a thorough review of assessment 
research practices in the federal government and a 
series of detailed conversations—in focus groups and 
interviews—with thought leaders and practitioners in-
volved in federal hiring. Many of those we spoke with 
also had experience outside of the federal government. 
To ensure a cross-section of perspectives in these dis-

6 ibid, 48-51. 

cussions, we reached out to large agencies as well as 
smaller ones and recruited a variety of stakeholders, 
including human resources professionals, hiring man-
agers, labor union representatives, industrial and orga-
nizational psychologists, present and past OPM officials 
and representatives of veterans groups.

We conducted seven focus groups and 20 additional 
interviews specifically for this study. These data were 
collected between December 2009 and May 2010. We 
also drew on four focus groups conducted with users 
of USAJOBS.gov earlier in 2009. These discussions cen-
tered on applicants’ experiences with the federal hiring 
process.

We’ve separated the results into three sections, which 
cover the barriers to progress, recommendations to 
address the barriers and appendices with tools and re-
sources for agency use. Some of the ideas and recom-
mendations we present will be familiar—good ideas are 
worth repeating—while other information is new. The 
purpose is to help agencies move forward in construc-
tive and practical ways. 
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in Focus 
Fundamentals of effective assessment

There are many different ways to assess an applicant’s capabilities to perform a job, including interviews, work samples, written records of 
accomplishments, knowledge and ability tests (e.g., reasoning, writing) and simulations of job activities. At their core, however, all good hiring 
assessments help identify applicants who are likely to perform a job more effectively than others. They allow managers to make better hiring 
decisions than they could make otherwise. No assessment can do this perfectly, but perfection isn’t needed to add value, such as cost savings 
and productivity improvements.† Finally, the best assessments also work for applicants—they level the playing field and help to ensure fairness 
and transparency in hiring. Rather than viewing these assessments as disincentives to apply, the most qualified applicants appreciate them.

Deciding which assessments to use begins with the job analysis, which is essentially a two-part job review. It involves (1) identifying the basic 
job requirements or tasks that employees must perform and (2) determining the competencies needed to perform those tasks effectively. 

Job analysis information is then used to develop assessments that predict which applicants are likely to perform best. Some assessments, 
such as work samples, directly evaluate how well applicants perform job-related activities, while other assessments measure the underlying 
competencies needed for job success in alternative ways. Examples of competencies that are frequently evaluated through hiring assessments 
include oral and written communication, critical thinking, interpersonal and teamwork skills, customer service, adaptability, and planning and 
prioritizing work. If a job requires specific technical knowledge, this can also be assessed. Of course, competencies will vary based on the job 
requirements. For example, assessments to hire a manager are more likely to measure the extent to which applicants can solve complex busi-
ness problems, be decisive and communicate effectively. Those used to select an administrative assistant, on the other hand, would assess 
attention to detail, computer skills and customer service.‡

Despite a variety of good options for assessing candidates, until recently, many agencies have relied on knowledge, skills and ability (KSA) 
narratives, which are essentially essays describing past experience in job-relevant areas. When reviewing the KSA narratives, reviewers assign 
point values based on the reviewer’s assessment of the quality and relevance of the applicant’s work experience, education and other charac-
teristics. Key problems with these narratives are that they often take significant time for applicants to complete and hiring officials to evaluate, 
and they are based on candidates’ self-assessments, which provide no built-in checks for accuracy. As a result, these assessments often do a 
relatively poor job of identifying the best-qualified candidates for hiring managers to review. President Obama’s reforms will eliminate KSAs 
in the early stages of the hiring process.

†As shown in return on investment (ROI) study results. Cascio, W.F., & Boudreau, J. W. (2008). Investing in people: Financial impact of human 
resources initiatives. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Education Inc. 
‡ More information about job analysis can be found on OPM’s website: http://opm.gov/hiringtoolkit/docs/jobanalysis.pdf.
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The assessment challenges facing government differ in 
important ways from those in the private sector. Merit 
principles for federal hiring require that agencies select 
qualified candidates “after fair and open competition” 
and ensure that “all receive equal opportunity.” Hir-
ing efforts must also balance multiple and sometimes 
competing priorities, including diversity and veterans’ 
preference. These commitments put added pressure on 
budget-strapped agencies to ensure that government’s 
assessment procedures work effectively for applicants 
as well as agencies, and that these assessments ulti-
mately serve the public’s best interests.

For contrast, consider that in many private-sector or-
ganizations, a manager who receives 500 resumes for 
an opening can choose to review only the first 20, in-
terview two and hire the one she feels is best for the 
job. But when a federal agency receives 500 applica-
tions, unless a cutoff is specified in advance, merit prin-
ciples of fairness and equal opportunity are generally 
interpreted to mean that all 500 applications must be 
reviewed. When applicant pools are small, this is not an 
issue. But federal applicant pools today are anything but 
small, particularly at the entry level. 

In 2006, agencies received about 2.3 million applications 
for the roughly 250,000 positions posted on USAJOBS.
gov.7 By 2009, total applications had increased six-fold 
to 13.5 million, while the number of posted positions 
more than doubled to 630,000. Roughly 159,000 appli-
cants were hired into permanent positions. For some 
entry-level federal jobs, agencies receive thousands of 
applications. For example, a posting for 240 transpor-
tation security inspector positions recently generated 
more than 130,000 applications in just five weeks. 

The high volume of federal applications is a major chal-
lenge, in part because some of the tools that best pre-
dict job performance (e.g., structured interviews, job 

7 The number of job postings is not the same as the number of jobs. 
Over the course of a year, an agency might post the same job multiple 
times because no one qualified on the first posting or because no one 
who qualified was selected. For many jobs above the entry level grade, 
there are also multiple postings for the same position. For example, 
one posting will be open to all U.S. citizens while another posting for 
the same job may only be open to current agency employees. Other 
postings are "open" announcements meaning that the agency is col-
lecting applicants for a job register but may not currently plan to hire 
anyone. 

simulations and work sample tests) are too expensive 
and time-consuming to use with large applicant pools. 
The result is that many agencies routinely use less effec-
tive assessment options (such as self-reported question-
naires) to manage larger pools of candidates.

Our research identified five key barriers that affect how 
agencies assess candidates for federal jobs—problems 
that compound the already difficult assessment process.

Barrier 1
key players are out of sync on assessment

From multiple focus groups and interviews, it is clear 
that everyone involved in federal hiring—managers, 
HR professionals, agency leaders, OPM and even job 
applicants—contributes to problems with assessment 
and shares the responsibility. Once the problems have 
been identified and discussed, the key questions are 
not about who’s doing it wrong, but who is prepared to 
pitch in and make things right. As one focus group par-
ticipant observed, “At the end of the day, we all want the 
same outcome.”

Agencies need better direction and support from 
OPM
Agency representatives we spoke with recognize that 
OPM is expected to play two often-conflicting roles 
with respect to hiring. The first is to set policy regu-
lations and enforce standards, while the second is to 
work with agencies on implementation. These roles 
can sometimes be at odds as OPM seeks to ensure con-
sistency across agencies and protect the merit system, 
while also providing flexibility to accommodate specific 
agency needs.

Traditionally, OPM has offered guidance and consult-
ing to agencies that have sought it, but agencies also 
have been responsible for developing their own assess-
ments—a potentially time-intensive and costly under-
taking. Study participants acknowledged that when 
OPM has attempted to develop assessment resources 
with broad appeal to agencies, it has had mixed success. 
As OPM now moves to develop a battery of assessments 
for broader use, study participants suggest that success 
will hinge not only on quality of these new assessment 
tools, but also on OPM’s success establishing regular 

Why assessment remains a challenge
Five key Barriers
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in Focus 
One size doesn’t fit all in assessing candidates

Annual hiring varies greatly by agency and depends on agency size, budget and need. Three different types of hiring situations, which occur 
in government agencies, are likely to impact how agencies approach assessing applicants:
 
Hiring for Mission-critical jobs 

distinguishing characteristics
Agencies typically hire relatively large numbers of employees annually—hundreds and sometimes thousands of people—to perform core 
mission work. Large numbers of new employees every year mean that agencies can use the same assessment tools repeatedly, which 
creates economies of scale for developing sophisticated assessment protocols. In smaller agencies, where mission-critical jobs might ac-
count for far fewer new employees annually, the importance of the work to the mission still helps ensure that agencies dedicate sufficient 
resources to hire the right people. Responsibility for mission-critical hiring tends to be centralized, helping ensure that agencies apply 
consistent standards in assessing applicants.

importance of assessment
Agencies frequently want the greatest control over hiring for their mission-critical positions, even when the competencies required for 
these jobs are similar to those at other agencies (e.g., special agent competencies at FBI, Drug Enforcement Administration, Immigration 
and Customs Enforcement, Secret Service and the Marshals Service). As a result, agencies may opt to develop, implement and administer 
their own assessment programs for key staff positions. The Department of State and the FBI have taken this approach for hiring special 
agents. For positions that are unique, such as mine safety inspectors and transportation security administrators, agencies have no choice 
but to develop their own assessment programs. 

Hiring for Mission-suPPort Positions 

distinguishing characteristics
Agencies have similar hiring needs for jobs that support core mission-related functions in professional areas such as accounting, informa-
tion technology, acquisition and HR. In addition, these support jobs tend to have similar competency requirements across agencies. Despite 
these similarities, agencies currently develop assessments for mission-support positions independently, leading to substantial duplication 
of effort, higher costs to taxpayers and wide variation in the quality of these assessments.

importance of assessment
While agencies typically have fewer vacancies and correspondingly smaller numbers of new employees for mission-support positions, 
as compared to the mission-critical jobs, developing assessments that target similar positions across multiple agencies can still allow for 
economies of scale without loss of rigor. Standard assessments that are shared across agencies can minimize the work and expense that 
would be involved if each agency developed its own assessment processes. 

Hiring for loW voluMe Positions 

distinguishing characteristics
Many positions that agencies need to fill are idiosyncratic and few in number. Examples may include librarians, photographers, stenogra-
phers and many other specialized positions. While employees for these positions are typically hired in “ones, twos and threes” rather than 
in larger numbers, they should not be ignored. When added together, these low volume positions represent a substantial part of agencies’ 
annual hiring.

importance of assessment
Although the small numbers involved in hiring for specialized positions may not justify the costs to develop and implement sophisticated 
agency-specific competency assessments, agencies nonetheless need simple but effective tools to support hiring in these areas. This 
includes tools to help identify minimally qualified candidates, tools to assess foundational competencies—such as writing, reasoning and 
teamwork—and also tools to assess more specific competencies that may be required for select positions.

OPM has developed several resources for choosing assessments based on agency hiring needs and constraints. The Assessment Decision Guide 
is an interactive tool designed to help HR professionals and hiring managers customize their assessment strategies based on their specific hiring 
situations (http://apps.opm.gov/ADT).
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and meaningful interactions with agencies to imple-
ment them. 

Agencies are also looking to OPM to clearly articulate 
assessment policy reforms and to detail how current 
practices and procedures are likely to change. A number 
of focus group participants felt that regular communi-
cation between OPM and agencies would help in this 
regard. They urged OPM to reach out more frequently 
for agency input and to do so earlier in its decision-
making process. 

Hiring managers and HR miss opportunities for 
productive collaboration 
The consensus view among both hiring managers and 
human resources professionals in our focus groups was 
that the hiring process is much more likely to be suc-
cessful when managers are engaged from the beginning 
and are able to work effectively with HR. In many cases, 
however, HR staff does not take the initiative to foster 
this collaboration. 

Issues likely to affect how managers approach hiring 
include familiarity and comfort with the process, ex-
pectations about their roles, urgency in filling a position 
and the need for the new employee to “hit the ground 
running.” HR staff cannot assume that hiring managers 
know what to do. Federal hiring tends to be episodic 
rather than continuous and some managers may go sev-
eral years without hiring and then need to come up to 
speed very quickly. 

Hiring managers voiced a related concern about HR 
customer support. More than a few were irked when 
HR staff in their agencies referenced arcane rules or do-
it-yourself tool kits in response to questions. As one hir-
ing manager observed, “I need a partner, not a checklist.” 
Another remarked, “I need to ask the exact right ques-
tion to get the necessary information.” 

In addition, several study participants suggested that 
managers tend to focus on evaluating applicants’ tech-
nical skills, but often need help assessing so-called “soft 
skills” (e.g., adaptability, teamwork and innovation) that 
are just as important for effective performance. As one 
interviewee noted, the result is that managers tend to 

“hire on the technical and fire on the social.” HR staff 
often misses opportunities to help bring perspective. 

Agencies lack leadership support for assessment
In our focus groups and interviews, HR professionals 
expressed concern that agency leaders don’t always see 
the broad connections between improving HR practic-
es (including assessment) and furthering mission goals. 

While leaders’ input may not be necessary on tactical 
issues related to assessment, their high-level support 
helps to ensure that agencies set clear and appropriate 
goals for hiring reform, commit time and resources to 
achieving them, and hold staff accountable for results. 
In short, when leaders make assessment an agency pri-
ority, employees are more likely to do the same.

Barrier 2
hr, hiring managers lack fundamental 
assessment skills

Our research revealed that many agencies lack key ex-
pertise and resources to effectively evaluate candidate 
skills. In particular, skill shortages in HR departments 
and hiring managers’ limitations in using basic ques-
tion-writing and interviewing techniques combined to 
limit progress. In this section we outline several of the 
most important barriers in greater detail.

HR skills fall short
Focus group members—including HR representatives—
were concerned by the limited ability of HR staff to as-
sist managers with hiring and assessment needs. A num-
ber of study participants noted that HR staff members 
responsible for hiring and assessment lack the consult-
ing and technical competencies needed to guide man-
agers through the hiring process, to review assessment 
options and to help them make informed decisions. One 
respondent revealed that proactive hiring managers 
in his agency had identified the most capable HR spe-
cialists to tap for advice. But others chose to game the 
system by literally “shopping around” for specialists 
who would give them the answers they wanted. Overall, 
many we spoke with conceded that HR staff have “a lot 
on their plates” and are doing the best they can with 
limited resources. As one manager summed up, “We are 
asking for the HR staff to work with the manager to cre-
ate a miracle within this framework.”

When hiring managers and agency leaders—as well 
as HR professionals themselves—believe HR depart-
ments lack the skills to reliably support assessment, it 
compromises an agency’s ability to achieve mission 
goals. Furthermore, difficulties with hiring can hurt 
agency respect for HR, thereby making it harder to se-
cure additional resources for new HR staff, training and 
tools, just when these resources and upgrades are most 
needed. As one interviewee noted, “Is it realistic to ex-
pect agencies to invest in more complex and expensive 
hiring tools when HR can’t seem to handle the simple 
ones they have now?” Participants also raised a related 
concern: that it may not be practical to train HR staff to 
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develop and implement more sophisticated assessment 
techniques, since these techniques generally require 
very specialized training. 

Questionnaires fail to capture key applicant 
background information
While OPM is now focused on developing a set of 
broadly applicable assessments for basic skills—writ-
ing, reasoning, interpersonal and others—agencies will 
still need to gather and assess applicants’ background 
information and any technical skills that jobs may re-
quire. As a result, questionnaires that focus on an ap-
plicant’s training and experience can still play a useful 
role in the assessment process. Such questionnaires will 
always be limited by their reliance on applicants’ self-
reported information, but they can often be improved 
by asking clearer, more focused questions that are not 
open to applicants’ interpretation. Poorly designed 
questions—whether developed by HR or hiring manag-
ers—increase the chances of referring weak candidates 
and potentially hiring weak employees. This ultimately 
feeds distrust of the assessment process. According to 
one manager, “the biggest liars win in this system.”

Almost all hiring managers conduct interviews, but 
few use them effectively 
In line with other recent studies,8 anecdotal evidence 
from our focus groups and interviews suggests that 
interviewing remains one of the most trusted and fre-
quently used assessment tools in the federal govern-
ment. However, it is an activity often undertaken with 
relatively little planning or structure, which reduces 
the accuracy of information managers gain from inter-
views and utility in assessing candidates. Most hiring 
managers do not effectively use “structured interviews,” 
which require some additional preparation but can de-
liver substantially better results. Part of the challenge 
is that managers don’t know where to get effective and 
timely assistance. 

8 MSPB, Job Simulations: Trying Out for a Federal Job.

in Focus 
Leveling the playing field through assessment

For many people, “assessment” is a scary word that conjures un-
pleasant memories of taking tests and exams. Others are turned 
off by the complexities and technical details of test develop-
ment. And some people simply distrust unknown tests, particu-
larly those that seek to measure softer skills, such as interper-
sonal abilities, motivation or self-discipline. 

The potential misuses and problems with standardized assess-
ments have been discussed extensively. Constructive critics of-
ten point to the fact that qualified candidates are sometimes 
passed over for educational or job opportunities based on test 
scores. Clearly, no test is perfect, but the good ones improve the 
odds of making a successful hire. What is less frequently dis-
cussed is the profoundly positive role that tests and assessments 
have played in providing opportunities to people who would 
otherwise not have had those opportunities. When developed 
in a reliable, fair manner and used properly, these instruments 
provide a means of measuring skills, competencies and other 
relevant characteristics. 

Prior to the introduction of tests and assessments on a wide-
spread basis, hiring decisions—both in the federal government 
and in other sectors of the economy—were frequently made on 
the basis of factors such as “the old boy network” or where a 
candidate went to school. While those factors may still be in 
play, assessments provide a means to level the playing field by 
examining the job-relevant capabilities of all candidates in the 
same way, regardless of their backgrounds. The use of standard-
ized assessments—by the military, civilian agencies in the feder-
al government, state and local governments and private-sector 
organizations—has provided increased employment opportuni-
ties to millions of Americans since World War II. 

in Focus 
The downside of applicant self-reporting

An applicant for a marine biologist position at one agency ini-
tially reported being “very experienced” in relevant research. 
But, in a later interview, he revealed that his experience actu-
ally came from watching programs on the Discovery Channel. 
By any measure, it was a stretch to say that he had experience. 
Yet, the candidate’s interpretation of the question and high level 
of self-reported experience led to his initially being assessed as 
qualified, which led to his making it past the first assessment 
hurdle and onto a list of qualified candidates that was sent to 
the hiring manager. 
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Barrier 3
agencies view assessment too narrowly and 
miss out on good candidates

Effective assessment means more than simply creating 
good tests to screen and evaluate applicants’ qualifica-
tions. The reality is that if federal agencies don’t get 
the right people to apply in the first place, or if agen-
cies don’t provide new employees with regular feed-
back and support during the probationary period, it 
may not matter how well the assessment tools work. A 
key theme that came out of the focus group discussions 
and interviews was that, in many cases, federal agencies 
don’t recognize how other parts of the hiring process 
integrate with good assessment. 

Agencies ‘bury the lead’ on job requirements
Too often, lack of clarity around what the job requires 
makes it difficult for applicants to determine whether 
they’d be right for the job. Providing realistic job pre-
views can provide potential applicants information 
about both positive and negative aspects of the job early 
in the process. Part of a good job preview is the use of 
willingness checklists, which lay out required job re-
sponsibilities that all candidates must be willing to per-
form if selected for a job.9 

Reference checks are often just a formality
Instead of a mere formality, checking the references of 
finalists for a position can, if done well, be an important 
last step to verify a candidate’s credentials and review 
qualifications and suitability for federal employment. It 
should also be more than a casual, unstructured phone 
conversation conducted by administrative staff. Refer-
ence checking can improve the quality of the federal 
workforce by reducing the number of unqualified or 
otherwise unsuitable applicants whose liabilities went 
undetected during earlier phases of the hiring process. 10 

 
Unfortunately, reference checks are often perfunctory 
and therefore are not a sound final check on a candidate’s 
qualifications and accomplishments. Surveys have con-
sistently found that many organizations delegate refer-
ence checking to HR personnel.11 MSPB results further 

9  See OPM’s guide to realistic job previews (http://apps.opm.gov/
ADT/ContentFiles/RealisticJobPreviews.pdf ).
10 MSPB, Reference Checking in Federal Hiring – Making the Call, ii.
11 Although no definitive studies exist for public sector organiza-
tions, in 1998 and 2004 the Society for Human Resource Manage-
ment surveyed HR professionals in the private and nonprofit sectors 
on reference checking policies and practices. Survey results in both 
years indicated that about two-thirds of surveyed organizations dele-
gated reference checking to HR personnel, while the remainder were 
about evenly split between contracting reference checking to outside 
vendors or having reference checks conducted by the manager who 

suggest that many HR specialists who check references 
do not believe references provide credible information. 
Such negative views lead staff to limit the time and ef-
fort spent checking references. Finally, according to the 
MSPB, while some agencies provide training on refer-
ence checking if it is requested, none reported any stan-
dardized procedure.12

The probationary period is not integrated into the 
assessment process 
The probationary period (typically 12 months for fed-
eral employees) provides a long-term sample of job per-
formance that should be viewed as an extended final 
assessment. Observing actual work and performance 
over time is the most effective way to assess candidates. 
During probation, agencies can more easily terminate 
underperforming new employees than after these em-
ployees complete probation. 

Yet, discussion with hiring managers in our study sug-
gests that rather than using the probationary period as 
it was intended—as a check on poor hiring decisions—
agencies tend to act only on egregious violations that 
are likely to result in uncontested terminations. As one 
manager explained, “Our agency does not have a cul-
ture that tolerates mistakes in hiring.” Firing a poor per-
former would be seen as admitting that a manager made 
a mistake, so it is just not done. Another manager em-
phasized the extent to which the probationary period 
is underutilized by noting that he had seen employees 
terminated for cause during probation only twice dur-
ing a federal career spanning almost two decades.

Agencies do not hire enough of their best interns 
into permanent positions
Federal agencies employ tens of thousands of interns 
each year. Every internship offers a chance to assess 
entry-level talent on the job—one of the best indicators 
of an employees’ future performance. Yet, few agencies 
use these programs strategically to hire the best people. 
Many managers do not view internships as an assess-
ment and hiring opportunity. They also have been con-
strained because one of the two primary federal student 
programs does not allow for conversion of internships 
into permanent positions.13 In 2007, the federal govern-
ment hired fewer than seven percent of nearly 60,000 
interns. By comparison, private sector firms hired an 
estimated 50 percent of their interns. 

would oversee the candidate in the new job. Burke & Schramm, “Get-
ting to know the candidate: conducting reference checks,” Society for 
Human Resource Management (2005), 7-8.
12 MSPB, Reference Checking in Federal Hiring—Making the Call, ii.
13 Partnership for Public Service, Leaving Talent on the Table, i. 
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Barrier 4
Flawed it systems hinder assessment and 
hiring process 

It’s typically harder for organizations to make progress 
when they have to compensate for the core systems and 
tools that they use. But this is often the reality in federal 
government—essential information technology systems 
often limit functionality, add to the workload of agency 
staff and burden applicants for federal jobs. To make 
matters worse, HR and hiring managers often do not 
even take advantage of the capacity of the current sys-
tem, however limited.

Incompatible systems burden job applicants and 
handicap agencies 
Applicant tracking systems automate much of the hir-
ing process—from developing a job announcement to 
assessing candidates, to organizing the results of refer-
ence checks. They have become a necessary part of the 
application and assessment process, allowing agencies 
to eliminate manual processes. However, these systems 
lose some of their value—both for applicants and agen-
cies—when systems run at different agencies are incom-
patible.

There are 10 different systems now in use across the 
federal government just for applicant tracking, and the 
inability to share information across the systems creates 
difficulties for applicants and for the staff who manage 
hiring. Ironically, when vendors modify their systems 
to meet specific agency needs, it often lessens compat-
ibility across systems.
 
A frequent complaint is that isolated and incompatible 
systems tend to burden applicants, who can’t take in-
formation that they entered into one system, or scores 
from assessments taken on one platform, and readily 
transfer these to other systems in different agencies. 
Government should care, because the best-qualified ap-
plicants with the most employment options are the least 
likely to tolerate this disjointed process when they can 
apply for jobs in the private and nonprofit sectors (and 
even in state and local government) far more efficiently. 
As one agency executive remarked, “If we are going to 
make applicants jump through a couple extra hoops to 
work for the federal government, let’s at least make sure 
they are the same hoops.”

Agencies make poor use of applicant tracking 
systems
Automated hiring systems can improve efficiency, but 
they can also be complicated to use. A big challenge for 
many agencies is therefore maintaining quality control 

and ensuring that staff know how to use the systems ef-
fectively. 

As one of our study participants noted, “A little knowl-
edge can be a dangerous thing.” HR specialists and hir-
ing managers often just know the basics of using these 
systems and are therefore prone to mistakes unless 
they have help. For example, this can happen when us-
ers try to access the question libraries that automated 
tracking systems have on file (some have upwards of 
80,000 questions) in order to develop questionnaires 
for applicants. Without quality control, multiple users 
may be adding new questions to the libraries without 
proper documentation, thereby making it more difficult 
for other agency staff that use the same system to find 
the proper information.

Keyword searches do not effectively match 
applicants to jobs
Currently, many applicants struggle to find jobs that fit 
their experience and preferences. There are upwards of 
5,000 job postings on USAJOBS.gov on any given day 
(many with confusing, jargon-filled descriptions), and 
the only options to narrow down the choices are key-
word searches or demographic criteria such as agency 
name, location and occupation. It is not surprising that 
job seekers we spoke with almost uniformly said they 
were unsure which jobs matched their qualifications. 
Confusion about fit has several downsides. Applicants 
may not find or apply for jobs that would be a strong fit 
between their skills and agency needs—a clear loss for 
everyone involved. Confusion can also lead candidates 
to apply for more jobs than they otherwise would. This 
tends to inflate the size of applicant pools and to dilute 
quality, thereby making it harder for agencies to iden-
tify top candidates. The result is a lengthier and often 
less effective job application and review process for all. 

Barrier 5
agencies don’t know if their assessments work 

OPM and agencies need good, reliable measures to 
gauge progress around assessment. However, results 
from our focus groups and interviews suggest that fed-
eral agencies currently collect a number of metrics that 
neither HR staff nor hiring managers find particularly 
useful. In addition, potentially useful results do not al-
ways reach the people in agencies who are most likely 
to benefit from them.

Agencies aren’t collecting meaningful data
A number of participants in our study suggested that 
agencies tend to measure results of the hiring process 
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simply to satisfy compliance requirements rather than 
because they find the measures useful. While agencies 
had no shortage of measures related to hiring and as-
sessment—showing that agencies put resources into 
data collection—the consensus view is that many of 
these measurement exercises are a waste of time. Part 
of the problem is that metrics are sometimes chosen 
based on data that are available or relatively easy to col-
lect, even if their value may be limited. 

More than a few participants questioned whether lead-
ership agencies, such as OPM and OMB, put enough 
energy into identifying metrics that provide real value 
to agencies. Some suggested that metrics should link 
hiring to actual employee performance, not just initial 
manager satisfaction with a new employee. Several told 
us that HR departments at agency headquarters often 
do not have a way to gather data from field offices. The 
systems used at headquarters and field offices may not 
be compatible electronically, which necessitates time-
consuming work to aggregate results.

Agencies don’t see data in their larger context
Discussion within our focus groups and interviews sug-
gested that many agencies view their efforts to collect 
data in isolation and not as part of the agency’s DNA. 
Metrics should be forward-looking, indicating to man-
agers where the logjams are and helping with mid-
course corrections. Therefore, it is important for met-
rics to provide more regular, if not continuous, feedback. 
For example, if an agency is concerned about the time 
it takes to hire, it would be much better for HR staff 
to send a weekly update to managers and senior staff 
showing how long each position has been open, rather 
than send out only an annual or quarterly summary of 
the average hiring times.

Current systems make it difficult to track applicants’ 
success after hiring
The effectiveness of the hiring process is difficult to 
gauge without tracking the success of the candidates 
hired. More than a few focus group participants and in-
terviewees told us that performance management sys-
tems are not integrated with applicant tracking systems. 
As a result, there is little information available on the 
effectiveness of assessment efforts on job performance 
or other important outcomes such as turnover and en-
gagement.
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From the start of this project, it was clear that the case 
for improving how federal agencies assess job applicants 
has already been made forcefully in previous studies, 
and the basic facts are not in dispute. Better assessment 
procedures lead to better matches between candidates 
and jobs, to better hiring decisions and, ultimately, to 
better results for agencies and the public. The challenge 
is to recognize and find practical ways to overcome key 
barriers that hinder implementation.

We’ve argued that the hiring process is out of balance 
and that assessment is an important lever for change. 
But, it’s not a magic pill. Making progress on assessment 
is more like daily exercise—we all know the benefits, but 
the process still requires ongoing work. Agencies have 
to start moving, set sensible goals in line with mission 
needs and reach out for advice and support. Likewise, 
success takes ongoing commitment of staff time and re-
sources, openness to new approaches and leaders who 
are willing to hold staff accountable for their efforts and 
results. Our recommendations reflect this reality. 

1 key players must work in tandem to 
improve assessment

While the federal government faces a number of chal-
lenges around assessment, it can also marshal sub-
stantial resources, build on current agency strengths 
and model the good practices that already exist across 
government. But it is essential that key agency stake-
holders—leaders, hiring managers and human resourc-
es—work with OPM on shared solutions rather than fo-
cusing separately on current challenges and limitations. 
All stakeholders share responsibility for aligning their 
roles and responsibilities with those of their colleagues 
and working together to help meet these challenges. 

HR specialists and hiring managers should partner 
for best results
The relationship between hiring managers and HR pro-
fessionals is vital for a successful hiring process, but it 
is strained in many agencies. HR and hiring managers 
need to work together from the start, by defining their 
roles and responsibilities and setting realistic mile-
stones for filling vacancies. An initial face-to-face meet-
ing is generally recommended and may be particularly 
important for managers who only hire sporadically and 

may not be familiar with the nuances of hiring. Such 
cases may require extra effort by HR to coach hiring 
managers through the process and keep them involved. 
Fortunately, agencies can look to and learn from some 
successful models in the federal government.

Agency leaders must be out front in reforming 
assessment practices
Top agency leaders must make applicant assessment a 
priority. They do not need to focus on the tactical issues 
of assessment, but their high-level support and commit-
ment is needed to push their agencies forward and build 
the momentum to make related hiring reforms work. 
This commitment includes investing sufficient staff 
time and resources, outlining reasonable goals for agen-
cy success, promoting ownership of the change process 
among key agency staff and holding appropriate people 
accountable for results. At agencies like Government 
Accountability Office (GAO)—where leadership takes 
these responsibilities seriously—discussions about as-

recommendations
to improve assessment

in Focus 
Partnering for success at nih

On its hiring reform website (opm.gov/hiringreform), OPM rec-
ommends that hiring managers and HR specialists meet before 
a job is posted to get on the same page about the process. The 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) calls this the “Strategic Re-
cruitment Meeting.” Hiring managers and HR specialists, joined 
by an administrative officer and equal employment opportunity 
specialist, use the meeting to jointly complete a simple hiring 
checklist which outlines key steps, responsibilities, timeframes 
and expectations. The team also brainstorms and decides upon 
recruitment and assessment strategies. 

The strategic recruitment meeting opens up communication 
lines between hiring managers and HR professionals and rein-
forces the latter’s role as a strategic advisor to managers and 
selecting officials—a role that many of our focus group par-
ticipants felt was critical. Most importantly, it signals to hiring 
managers that they have a true partner and that they are a key 
players in the process. 

NIH measures suggest that the meetings are contributing to im-
provements in hiring. Beyond boosting managers’ satisfaction 
with the process, the numbers for FY 2008–FY 2009 show a 
29 percent drop in positions that needed to be re-advertised, 
while recruiting efforts that ended without selecting a candidate 
plunged 71 percent over the same period. Anecdotally, NIH re-
ports that the meetings also help to engage HR professionals by 
connecting their efforts more closely to the agency’s mission. 
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sessing and developing talent occur during executives’ 
performance appraisals, at strategic planning sessions 
and at various progress reviews. In short, accountability 
for assessment has become part of the culture.

OPM must stay in close touch with agencies and 
clarify how to implement new reforms
For successful implementation of hiring reforms, agen-
cies need direct channels and regular access to knowl-
edgeable OPM liaisons. OPM needs to be aware of 
unique agency circumstances to ensure that its guid-
ance is targeted and ultimately useful. OPM also needs 
honest feedback from agencies to gauge progress on new 
assessment procedures and to alert OPM if mid-course 
corrections are necessary. The frequency and quality of 
ongoing interactions between OPM and agencies can 
make the difference in working through inevitable chal-
lenges and driving successful process improvements.

OPM can ensure that channels stay open by having li-
aisons reach out to their agency contacts on a regular 
basis, both leading up to the deadlines for changes to 
take effect and afterwards; asking agencies to designate 
points of contact for briefings and regular updates, in-
cluding some that are outside the HR ranks and have di-
rect responsibilities for coordinating the activities cov-
ered by the policy reforms; and  responding quickly and 
thoughtfully to constructive agency input. In summary, 
it is not enough for OPM to monitor agency progress 
toward meeting hiring reform deadlines. A key to suc-
cessful hiring reform will be an ongoing dialogue with 
a broad spectrum of agency representatives, beyond se-
nior officials and HR executives. 

Specific guidance should involve how to screen large 
volumes of applicants objectively and fairly in accor-
dance with merit principles in light of the decision to 
eliminate essay-style questions in favor of resumes and 
cover letters (or simple applications) when candidates 
initially apply for federal jobs. Similarly, while the new 
hiring reforms specify broad changes in how agencies 
consider qualified candidates—eliminating the ability 
to review just those candidates with the three highest 
scores (rule of three) and moving to a system where 
hiring managers can review all candidates in the most-
qualified category (category rating)—agencies may not 
know how these changes will impact their assessment 
procedures. 

OPM has implemented mobile assistance teams to pro-
vide direct support to individual agencies in helping 
them to implement hiring reform. They also have been 
pursuing various outreach and communication strate-
gies to get information out about hiring reform. Both 

initiatives are positive developments, but will require 
sufficient staffing and a sustained commitment in order 
to respond to agencies to meet the new hiring require-
ments.

OPM must use HR and hiring manager training to 
foster teamwork
To fully support agencies in their ongoing assessment 
activities, OPM should review and, where appropriate, 
modify its training process to encourage more interac-
tion among key agency stakeholders and more ongoing 
work with agencies. Successful efforts should include  
joint training sessions that bring together core agen-
cy teams comprised of staffing specialists and hiring 
managers that are likely to work together in an agency; 
multi-session trainings that allow agency staff to devel-
op more in-depth knowledge and build stronger rela-
tionships with each other; a focus on making training 
materials—such as tool kits and checklists—more prac-
tical and easier to understand; and outreach to agency 
leaders to enlist them as champions for hiring reforms 
and to provide accountability for implementing results. 

Making training materials more practical and user-
friendly is a long-standing challenge that OPM can ad-
dress both by encouraging more agency feedback and 
by developing easier ways for agencies to provide in-
put on the usefulness of particular resources on its site. 
OPM should dedicate staff to respond to agency input 
and improve these resources in a timely manner. Finally, 
when developing new resources, OPM should also seek 
user input before materials are far along in develop-
ment. OPM can reach out to agencies individually, but 
should also take greater advantage of its ability to con-
vene cross-agency working groups to address shared 
problems, identify good practices and build them into 
its tools and resources. 

Agencies should work with OPM to improve 
assessment resources and tools 
Responsibility for getting the help they need ultimately 
rests with agencies. A useful starting point is OPM’s 
website, apps.opm.gov/ADT, which contains a variety 
of resources and tools to help agencies navigate the 
federal assessment process. The site has recently been 
expanded and reorganized to give users easier access to 
its contents. But, as suggested above, OPM’s site and re-
lated materials should be treated as “works in progress” 
to be regularly improved and updated. The community 
of agency users should be able to easily contribute use-
ful information to the site through a wiki or some other 
collaborative online forum. The timely input from HR, 
hiring managers and others involved in the hiring and 
assessment process is critical to shape the content go-
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ing forward and to help OPM clarify information and 
make it more useful to those on the frontlines. 

2 address key gaps in hr, hiring manager 
knowledge and expertise

Federal agencies face a number of limitations in assess-
ment-related knowledge and expertise. They cannot all 
be addressed at once, but these recommendations focus 
on essential areas that should be addressed first, in or-
der to make the best use of resources.

Agencies should revisit how HR staff is hired and 
capitalize on new OPM assessment tools
Agencies should give priority to bringing on skilled 
HR staff who can guide and support hiring managers 
through the assessment process.

While an infusion of new talent will help, there is no 
quick fix for federal HR departments grappling to meet 
their own internal staffing needs. In the face of this real-
ity, HR leaders should examine the suite of new compe-
tency-based assessments currently being developed by 
OPM to see how these can meet their needs. These as-
sessments target a range of mission-support positions—
including key job series in human resources—and are 
designed to be applicable across agencies.14, 15

Customer service is one of the key competencies that 
the new inventories can be used to assess. It is some-
times undervalued in federal HR departments in fa-
vor of more detailed and specialized knowledge of the 
federal hiring code and regulations. But both kinds of 
knowledge are critical. A consistent theme in our focus 
groups was the lack of customer service competencies 
among HR professionals. Study participants—both hir-
ing managers and HR professionals—felt this translated 
into limiting HR’s capability to help hiring managers 
navigate the complex process surrounding applicant 
assessment. To improve its customer service, HR staff 
need to gather key information to understand a hiring 
manager’s needs, triage that information to provide as 
much direct guidance as possible and know when to 

14 The CHCO Council and OPM have recently undertaken a collab-
orative project to develop and implement government-wide compe-
tency standards for HR staff at all levels of work. Competency-based 
assessments are being developed to qualify HR staff at different levels 
of proficiency, and professional development tools are being created 
to enhance and professionalize the skills of the federal HR community.
15 Another place to start when reassessing the competencies nec-
essary for HR professionals and other occupations is the OPM As-
sessment Decision Tool. It lists possible competencies by occupation. 
(http://apps.opm.gov/ADT/Content.aspx?page=TOC).

seek more detailed advice from assessment experts on 
behalf of the hiring manager.

Finally, OPM can encourage agencies to bring HR staffs 
up to speed with the new assessment procedures by ar-
ranging a series of roundtable conversations to spotlight 
their potential uses and value. Past experience suggests 
that OPM should actively promote these conversations 
and engage agencies directly, rather than hoping that 
agencies will take the initiative to ask for more infor-
mation. A roundtable setting also has the advantage of 
reaching many agencies at once—which will help OPM 
use its limited resources more effectively.

Agencies need gatekeepers to oversee applicant 
tracking systems 
Applicant tracking systems have become the backbone 
of hiring in most agencies. As a result, agencies need at 
least one expert on staff who can assume oversight re-
sponsibility for these systems and provide quality con-
trol. These technical specialists can ensure that staff 
are properly trained on system use, ease the burden on 
staffing specialists and hiring managers and allow them 
to focus on their core roles, and help agency staff use ap-
plicant tracking systems more efficiently and effectively. 
These experts can also ensure that users of applicant 
tracking systems do not inadvertently corrupt or com-
promise the systems in the process of normal use.

Agencies should improve the quality of frequently-
used assessment tools
No assessment tool is right for every circumstance, but 
some come into play so often that agencies would ben-
efit by building staff skills to use them more effectively. 
Two such tools are training and experience question-
naires and structured interviews.

Training and experience questionnaires are designed to 
gather job-relevant background information along with 
demographic details from candidates. Typically used 
on initial applications, these are not sophisticated tools 
and they are limited in their usefulness for determining 
applicant qualifications, due to their reliance on self-re-
port information. However, they can be good, low-cost 
alternatives for winnowing down large applicant pools 
by separating candidates who lack essential prior expe-
rience or technical expertise from those who have them. 
To work effectively, the questions must be specific and 
well-written, but too often they are not. For more detail 
on how to develop better questions, see “Creating better 
training and experience questions for government hir-
ing” on page 25.
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The interview is the most common assessment that 
organizations use to make hiring decisions. Most in-
terviews are “unstructured,” which means the choice 
of questions to ask is left up to the interviewer, and 
there are no agreed-upon standards for evaluating how 
well an applicant answers the questions. Research has 
shown that these types of unstructured interviews are 
not useful for predicting how well applicants will per-
form on the job.16 A highly effective alternative to the 
unstructured interview is the “structured” interview. 
With standardized administration and proper scoring, 
structured interviews have been shown to be extremely 
useful for predicting how well candidates will perform 
a job.

Structured interviews use standard sets of questions 
designed to assess critical job competencies—both 
technical and non-technical. The questions typically fo-
cus on situations or problems that allow candidates to 
describe details of their past experience and relevance 
to the jobs for which they are applying. The structure 
ensures greater fairness and consistency across inter-
views, allowing interviewers to evaluate candidates on 
objective criteria and make better hiring decisions. For 
more detail, see “Conducting structured job interviews” 
on page 27.

Agencies should ask the experts when needed 
Agencies cannot be expected to have all the answers 
about assessment practices and procedures. In fact, 
very few agencies have true experts on staff—typi-
cally industrial and organizational psychologists—to 
help them create assessment tools and oversee hiring 
programs. Our research suggests that knowing when 
to ask for help—particularly technical help in devel-
oping assessments and using them—is important. We 
also found that some of the agencies and sub-elements 
with the best-developed assessment programs (e.g., 
Customs and Border Protection, Transportation Secu-
rity Administration, Internal Revenue Service) were 
among the most likely to seek outside expertise. The 
rule of thumb is to seek outside advice when doing so 
can speed the process and help agencies avoid techni-
cal and legal pitfalls. Valuable sources for assistance on 
assessment issues include peer agencies as well as OPM, 
which provides a range of free materials17 as well as fee-
for-service consulting to agencies. Some agencies also 
choose to hire industrial organization psychologists or 
to use the services of private consulting organizations.

16 McDaniel, M.A., Whetzel, D.L., Schmidt, F.L., & Maurer, S.D. 
(1994). The validity of employment interviews: A comprehensive re-
view and meta-analysis. Journal of Applied Psychology, 79, 599-616.
17 See Appendix C.1 for list of OPM assessment and hiring resources.

3 agencies must use a full range of 
assessment tools

It can be tempting to view assessment in isolation. But 
when the goal in hiring is to successfully match appli-
cants to jobs, we have to remember that assessment is 
closely connected to the rest of the process. What hap-
pens before and after applicants are assessed (e.g., re-
cruiting and probationary period) can both affect how 
agencies approach assessment and impact the choice of 
formal screening and evaluation tools that agencies use 
to determine job fit. 

Agencies should put essential job requirements in 
can’t-miss places
A list of any non-negotiable requirements for a posi-
tion, sometimes called a “willingness checklist,” should 
appear clearly and prominently near the beginning of 
job postings, where applicable. These lists help to give 
applicants quick “realistic job previews.” Some require-
ments may seem obvious (e.g., police officers must carry 
a gun; airport screeners routinely stand for long periods 
of time). Other jobs may have requirements that are less 
intuitive but similarly non-negotiable, such as the need 
for frequent travel or relocation to a specific work site. 
In all cases, these checklists reinforce core job require-
ments, allowing candidates to quickly decide whether 
they want to go forward with an application. This bene-
fits agencies too, by encouraging applicants who are not 
suited for the job to remove themselves from consider-
ation early in the process.

Agencies should conduct thorough reference checks
Checking the references of finalists for a position can, 
if done well, be an important last step before extend-
ing a job offer. Unfortunately, reference checks are often 
perfunctory and do not serve as a sound final check on 
a candidate’s qualifications and accomplishments. To 
check references thoroughly, reviewers need to have 
job knowledge that allows them to ask key questions, 
probe for relevant information and ask the right clarify-
ing questions (See “In Focus” box on page 16 for sample 
questions). HR should therefore engage hiring manag-
ers and subject matter experts in reference checks. They 
should also increase standardization of, and training in, 
effective reference checking techniques. Further guid-
ance is available in OPM’s guide to reference checks.18 

18 See OPM’s guide to reference checks (http://apps.opm.gov/ADT/
ContentFiles/ReferenceChecking.pdf ).
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Agencies should be encouraged to use the 
probationary period more effectively
The typical 12-month probationary period is a critical 
time for agencies to give new employees the support and 
resources—including onboarding, training and mentor-
ing—that they need to succeed. Managers should use 
this period to help employees grow fully into their new 
roles and to document and dismiss those who chroni-
cally underperform. Currently, if managers do nothing, 
the trial period expires and employees automatically 
move out of probationary status. Because the default 
doesn’t require busy or inattentive managers to make 
proactive decisions about underperforming employees 
during probation, these managers can end up saddling 
their agencies with poor employees for the long term.

Instead, the calculus should be flipped to require man-
agers to take action to convert probationary employees 
to permanent status. Absent such action, employment 
would end. This would ensure that managers make pro-
active decisions to move employees from probationary 
to regular status, thereby restoring the important check 
that has been consciously built in to the probationary 
period. This would likely require action by Congress to 
amend current civil service law. However, there is prec-
edent for such an amendment in the operations of the 
Federal Career Intern Program.19

Managers also would benefit by having simple, struc-
tured templates to guide them and to facilitate perfor-
mance check-ins with new employees. An initial check-
in with new employees should be done by the six-month 
mark in a new employee’s tenure. OPM should consider 
developing a master template that agencies can adapt 
to their own needs. Managers also need support from 
leaders signaling that continued assessment during the 
probationary period matters. These efforts will give hir-
ing managers a clearer sense of how new employees are 
performing, put these managers in a stronger position 
to determine next steps and ensure that hiring manag-
ers have the proper documentation to support desired 
follow-up actions—including the possible need to ter-
minate an employee.

Agencies should use intern programs as the primary 
source of entry-level talent
Agencies must take greater advantage of intern pro-
grams by seizing the opportunity to assess the potential 
of young candidates while they are on the job—one of 
the best indicators of employees’ future performance—

19 Presidential Executive Order 13162 of July 6, 2000 created the 
Federal Career Intern Program, under which employees are hired for 
two-year appointments, after which they may be converted to perma-
nent status at an agency’s discretion.

and hire those who have demonstrated they have the 
right qualifications and abilities for vacant positions. 
Managers also must cultivate their student interns. This 
means assigning them real work that is in line with that 
of permanent employees, providing constructive feed-
back, offering the potential for growth and develop-
ment and making them feel a part of the team. In short, 
managers must intentionally view and engage student 
interns as potential employees, in order to fully assess 
their qualifications during this important period.

4 upgrade it systems to support 
assessment and hiring needs

Over the past decade, automation has helped simplify 
some of the complexities of the federal hiring process. 
Many technologies show potential to improve the ef-
ficiency and effectiveness of hiring. But delivering on 
promised benefits means implementing technologies 
with a clear focus on serving the needs of agencies and 
applicants. 

OPM needs to create and enforce common 
standards across hiring systems
To make the most of the many applicant tracking sys-
tems and related tools now in use across agencies, OPM 
needs to establish a common standard for these systems 
and provide a corresponding IT platform that enables 
integration of diverse systems. Essentially, vendors and 
agencies that comply with a government-wide standard 

in Focus Basic questions for reference checks

• How long have you known the job candidate?
• What is your professional relationship with the candidate?
• Describe the job candidate’s professional relationship with 

co-workers, customers and supervisors.
• How does the candidate react in stressful situations?
• Are there any situations in which you would avoid placing 

the candidate?
• What is your overall opinion of the candidate?
• Where does this candidate rank among others you have 

worked with?
• What are the candidate’s professional strengths?
• In what areas do you feel the candidate can improve?
• Does the candidate work better individually or in a group 

environment?
• What comments/suggestions would you have for the 

candidate’s new supervisor?
• Would you re-hire the candidate?

Adapted from Capwell, “Personal Reference Checks Valuable 
but Require Extra Care,” Society for Human Resource Manage-
ment (2008). http://shrm.org/hrdisciplines/staffingmanage-
ment/Articles/Pages/PersonalReferenceChecks.aspx.
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could run their own assessment instruments and track-
ing systems, but still share information that could be uti-
lized throughout federal hiring. This also would benefit 
agencies by facilitating the sharing of best practices and 
providing more compatible benchmarking data within 
and across agencies. Since automated tracking systems 
enable agencies to gather and export aggregate hiring 
data (e.g., timeliness, assessment score, source of refer-
ral), greater compatibility and integration of systems 
across agencies would be an important step to facilitate 
cross-agency benchmarking. 

Use job matching to improve applicant experience 
and agency results
Job/profile matching technologies offer an opportunity 
for a quantum leap in connecting applicants with jobs 
that fit their experience and interests, while also help-
ing agencies get more value from their USAJOBS.gov 
postings. Demonstrating the viability of this technology 
in the federal space could bring substantial benefits to 
both agency staffing specialists and hiring managers. 

Some of the expertise to pursue job-matching applica-
tions already exists within the federal government. For 
example, the Office of the Director of National Intelli-
gence has been developing a pilot program for the past 
several years. In general, initial steps in the process 
entail gathering data on key competencies and inter-
ests shared by top performing federal employees across 
government jobs/series; grouping the competency in-
formation into categories to create profiles of successful 
performers; allowing job applicants to build their own 
competency and interest profiles by surveying their 
skills and capabilities, personality and vocational inter-
ests; and using an algorithm—essentially a mathemati-
cal formula—to more closely match applicant profiles 
to that of successful performers based on job-relevant 
categories rather than key words. Having this back-end 
information would allow USAJOBS.gov to search and 
identify job vacancies that closely match applicants’ ex-
perience, abilities and interests—a win for applicants 
and for hiring managers.

5 measure assessment results in ways that 
serve the needs of agencies and opm 

The federal government needs new approaches to mea-
sure assessment. Successful approaches make the most 
of available data, limit unnecessary burdens in collect-
ing data and make it easier for agencies and OPM to use 
the results. Success also combines regular feedback on 
metrics, but geared to an important end: ensuring that 

the assessment process works for agencies and appli-
cants by effectively matching talent to jobs. 

Agencies should abandon make-work data collection 
and analysis
Agencies should take an inventory of their current 
measures, how they are being used and whether they 
provide value to executives and employees. We recom-
mend that agencies include among their measures sat-
isfaction of hiring mangers with new employees after 
six months to a year, the level of job satisfaction of new 
employees after a similar time period and the rate of 
new employee attrition and performance.20 These in-
dicators should be viewed holistically to give agencies 
a high-level summary of assessment-related outcomes. 
In addition, ensuring that results are widely shared and 
are understandable to non-technical consumers will 
help keep agency staff—particularly HR specialists and 
hiring managers—committed to ongoing data collection. 

OPM and agencies should coordinate to share 
results and best practices
The limited success of past efforts points to the need for 
OPM and agencies to work more closely on measure-
ment issues. OPM can leverage its contacts and connec-
tions across agencies to identify and share promising 
practices found in individual agencies and to add value 
to the raw data by analyzing and sharing the results in 
ways that are most useful for HR departments. This 
could include developing dashboards as well as index-
ing and benchmarking information to highlight rela-
tionships between measures and outcomes.

Hiring manager satisfaction with new employees—a 
useful metric for gauging hiring effectiveness—offers 
a good test case for OPM and agency coordination. To 
date, OPM’s hiring manager satisfaction survey has 
struggled to generate even moderate response rates 
from agencies. 

There are a number of ways that OPM could improve 
the survey and make it more valuable for agencies, in-
cluding using agency input to streamline the existing 
survey, which a number of focus group participants said 
is too long;21 standardizing the data collection process, 
using an automated system to send out the surveys to 

20 OPM’s list of suggested metrics that can be consulted in this 
process can be found at http://opm.gov/hiringtoolkit/docs/keymet-
ricworksheet.pdf.
21 The most current version of the survey that we saw—as of April 
2010—had only 15 numbered questions but, because many of the ques-
tions had multiple parts, actually included over 40 questions in all. As 
of this writing, the survey is being reviewed by the CHCO Council and 
a revision is expected soon.
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hiring managers as needed—the current “manual” pro-
cess leaves too much room for error in oversight; coor-
dinating with agencies that already conduct similar sur-
veys and are leery of over-surveying their managers. For 
example, it may be possible for agencies to insert one 
or two key OPM questions into their own survey and 
then share the results with OPM; and revisiting how 
survey results are shared with agencies. Although OPM 
currently posts hiring manager satisfaction results to 
OMB’s “MAX” website (a site dedicated to collabora-
tion and information sharing), study respondents sug-
gested that the results could be made more accessible 
and easier to use. 

Agencies can also do more to encourage and hold man-
agers accountable for completing these surveys. As one 
HR director suggested, agencies can make the message 
crystal clear by refusing to give final sign-off on new 
employees until hiring managers certify that they have 
completed the hiring manager satisfaction survey.

Agency leaders must ensure assessment measures 
lead to better outcomes 
Purposeful and validated assessment mechanisms mean 
little without attention from agency leadership. To im-
prove hiring and mission results, agencies must create 
opportunities to discuss measurement results and ask 
key questions about what’s working, what isn’t and 
why. Leaders can play a critical role by holding relevant 
stakeholders accountable for explaining their results 
and using them to inform decisions at key stages in the 
process. One study participant summed it up saying, “at 
the end of the day, it’s not just the form [of assessment] 
that matters, it’s accountability.”

One model gaining traction in the federal space and 
worth considering for assessment is based on CitiStat,22 
an accountability model that emphasizes regular, in-
person meetings to discuss organizational results. The 
meetings aim for transparent and honest discussion of 
results up the chain of command, leading to actionable 
next steps in 60 minutes or less. Importantly, the discus-
sion focuses on outcomes, causes and mid-course cor-
rections rather than assignment of blame. Vivek Kundra, 
the federal government’s chief information officer, has 
already adopted the model (“TechStat”) to help manage 
at-risk federal IT projects. 23

 

22 http://americanprogress.org/issues/2007/04/citistat.html
23 http://cio.gov/pages.cfm/page/What-is-TechStat

in Focus 
regular reporting at DOe

Rather than getting quarterly summaries of the agency’s time-
to-hire metrics, hiring managers and HR staff at the Department 
of Energy (DOE) receive weekly reports detailing the status of 
recruitment for all open positions within their unit. The report-
ing tool allows agency leadership, hiring managers and HR to 
see where the bottlenecks are and to better determine whether 
offices are overwhelmed and need additional help or are slip-
ping for other reasons and slowing down the process. Engaged 
managers are kept in the loop, and hiring specialists are held 
accountable for deliverables. In contrast to the open communi-
cation of these metrics at DOE, managers at several other agen-
cies that lacked these data typically expressed frustration with 
the hiring process and had little insight into why the process 
takes so long. 
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appendix B: tsa case study

Perhaps one of most visible and rigorous uses of assess-
ment for federal hiring in recent years has been the de-
velopment and implementation of the program to select 
transportation security officers (TSOs) at the Transpor-
tation Security Administration (TSA). 

In the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the fed-
eral government took over all passenger and cargo 
screening in the United States. It was an extreme case. 
Tens of thousands of potential employees needed to 
be screened, selected, trained and at work in less than 
10 months, with no systems in place for doing so. The 
time pressures were extraordinary for validating new 
workforce standards, implementing new hiring systems, 
training new personnel and getting them on the job, all 
while ensuring high standards throughout the assess-
ment process.

The diverse project team—which included industrial 
organization psychologists, legal consultants, stake-
holders from an access, diversity, and civil rights con-
sortium, and human factors psychologists from the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration—started by conducting a 
job analysis of the skills and competencies that would 
be needed for TSOs. The result of this work was used 
to define a new TSO job with five mandatory rotational 
stations and a number of critical work functions, key 
activities and competencies. The project team also de-
signed a study to demonstrate the relationship between 
applicant performance on the assessments and job per-
formance.

The multi-phased selection process began with the 
least expensive and least time-consuming evaluations 
to screen down the vast number of applicants in an 
efficient and effective manner. First, applicants com-
pleted an on-line application that was evaluated against 
minimum qualifications (e.g., citizenship, education) 
and hiring rules (e.g., veterans’ preference, displaced 
airport workers). Eligible applicants were invited to 
Phase 1 testing, a 3.5-hour, self-paced assessment pro-
cess of critical abilities (e.g., customer service orienta-
tion), English proficiency skills and officer technical 
aptitudes (e.g., visual observation of X-ray images). 
Candidates received a score of pass or fail at the end 
of the test. Those who passed Phase 1 testing were in-
vited to stay for the more in-depth Phase 2 assessment 
process. This included a structured interview, physical 
abilities test and full medical evaluation. Phases 1 and 2 
were completed in one or two days, at the end of which 

applicants received their conditional job offer. This was 
followed by background security screening, drug test-
ing and final hiring processes. 

To better appreciate the scope of this effort, consider 
that vacancies opened for the first officers on March 8, 
2002. By November 19, 2002, nearly two million appli-
cations had been processed, 340,000 applicants tested 
and 58,000 officers hired, with another 50,000 appli-
cants in the ready pool for continuous hiring.

The initial workforce hired was highly diverse, with 38 
percent women and 44 percent ethnic minorities, and 
approximately 40 percent veterans’ preference eligible. 
Ethnic diversity of the new officer workforce was great-
er than the general civilian labor force in comparable 
job classifications. Further supporting the effectiveness 
of the new assessments, less than two percent of the of-
ficers hired failed either the 40-hour classroom train-
ing and testing or the 60-hour on-the-job training and 
testing. 

One of the key criticisms that developers and imple-
menters of assessment systems face is that their work 
simply takes too long and organizations are often un-
willing or unable to wait. But TSA’s effort shows that 
good outcomes are possible. It also gives practitioners 
an effective model and procedures for standing up large, 
complex selection systems quickly and in line with pro-
fessional standards. In short, it makes sound selection 
practices more accessible for organizations—especially 
those in the federal government—to implement. 

While TSA succeeded in meeting its initial staffing 
needs under extraordinary circumstances, the assess-
ment program has been refined significantly to cut the 
time required for assessment centers, to allow TSA 
managers to participate in the interviewing process 
and to include a TSA-led realistic job preview presen-
tation to applicants. Such adjustments are normal and 
reflect good assessment practice designed to make im-
provements iteratively, over time. Improvements also 
are aimed to address TSA challenges of high employee 
turnover, due to stress and other factors. 

More recent refinements have improved the assessment 
process by addressing emerging needs and implement-
ing new technologies, including a video-based job pre-
view and an electronic orientation. TSA is now evalu-
ating the applicability of unproctored computer-based 
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testing for some portions of the initial TSO selection 
process, as well as determining what additional assess-
ments should be added to continue meeting the latest 
workforce requirements. 

In the final analysis, TSA would not have met the con-
gressional deadline of federalizing the aviation security 
program across the nation in less than a year if innova-
tive and technically sophisticated assessments were not 
initially employed and continue to evolve. 

The Partnership for Public Service and PDRI would like to 
thank Dr. Elizabeth Kolmstetter, now with the Office of the 
Director of National Intelligence, and Dr. Alana Cober of the 
Department of Homeland Security, for providing information 
for this case study.
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c.1. opm assessment and hiring resources

Following is a compiled list of assessment tools and resources developed by OPM, many of which are cited in this re-
port. These materials include both general overviews of the assessment process as well as guidance on specific parts 
of the assessment process.

• Overview of Assessment: Watch OPM’s “Principles of Assessment” video and PowerPoint, which make the busi-
ness case for assessment. http://apps.opm.gov/ADT/Content.aspx?page=RelatedDocuments

• Personnel Assessment and Selection Resource Center: Visit the main contents page with links to all available 
assessment tools. http://apps.opm.gov/ADT

• Assessment Decision Guide: An overview of different assessment options, this directory provides technical as-
sessment definitions as well as guidance about how to evaluate and implement appropriate assessment methods. 
http://apps.opm.gov/ADT/Content.aspx?page=TOC

• Assessment Decision Tool: This is an interactive tool that allows hiring specialists and managers to appraise pos-
sible strategies for assessment based on occupational series, competencies and other important hiring factors. 
http://apps.opm.gov/ADT/ADTClientMain.aspx

• Managers and Hiring Specialists during the Hiring Process: A Strategic Approach to Hiring provides a checklist 
of steps for the hiring process and recommendations about who should lead at each stage. http://www.opm.gov/
hiringtoolkit/docs/Hiring_Process_Checklist.pdf

• About Realistic Job Previews (RJP): This document describes and defines RJPs, including an implementation 
checklist. http://apps.opm.gov/ADT/ContentFiles/RealisticJobPreviews.pdf

• Job Analysis Toolkit: The Assessment Decision Tool can be helpful when reassessing the competencies necessary 
for HR professionals and other occupations. It lists possible competencies by occupation. This link to an OPM Job 
Analysis Toolkit presents worksheets and handouts for job analysis. http://opm.gov/hiringtoolkit/docs/jobanaly-
sis.pdf 

• Structured Interviews, a Practical Guide: This OPM guide, which explains why hiring interviews should have 
structure, will help with the design, development and implementation of structured interviews. http://apps.opm.
gov/ADT/ContentFiles/SIGuide09.08.08.pdf and http://opm.gov/MediaCenter/videos/OPM-Media-Center/
Structured-Interview-Training.aspx

• Developing Training and Experience Questions: Information about Training and Experience (T&E) can be 
found in the Assessment Decision Guide. http://apps.opm.gov/ADT/Content.aspx?page=3-12

• Reference Checking: Here are some tips and suggested steps for conducting reference checks, including sample 
questions. http://apps.opm.gov/ADT/ContentFiles/ReferenceChecking.pdf

• Metrics: This worksheet provides the assessment and hiring metrics recommended by OPM. http://opm.gov/
hiringtoolkit/docs/keymetricworksheet.pdf

appendix c: assessment tools and resources
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c.2. What managers should know about hiring

Hiring managers shouldn’t wait until their human re-
sources department sends over a list of qualified appli-
cants to first get involved in the hiring process. Upfront 
efforts by hiring managers can determine the quality of 
applicant pools and the overall success in hiring. The 
following are tips for navigating the hiring process in 
the early stages: 

• Work carefully on the job analysis. Hiring manag-
ers have unique expertise and typically understand 
the needs of the positions much better than staff-
ing specialists. To fully tap this knowledge, man-
agers must personally determine the combination 
of competencies and experiences that applicants 
need to create a job analysis. What is most impor-
tant? Which skills can they do without? What career 
paths are likely to lead to the desired experience? 
The job analysis should drive the job announcement 
and screening strategy.

• Understand the recruitment strategy. Discuss 
with your staffing specialist what hiring authority 
to use and the best recruiting vehicles for each job. 
Will your target applicants understand your job an-
nouncement? Do you need special outreach for this 
job?

• Review and edit the vacancy announcement with 
the recruiting strategy and job analysis in mind. 
Find out how your HR office plans to screen appli-
cants. Then help to develop or review the criteria 
that will be used to determine which applicants will 
be screened out. Make sure you understand how the 
screening questions work—you don’t want them to 
eliminate candidates that would be good but not 
perfect. 

• Go to HR first with problems. If the certified list of 
candidates has any problems or if experiences cited 
don’t seem to match what you expected, ask HR for 
an explanation and any necessary adjustments to 
correct the problems.

• Get help if you need it. If you feel that you need 
help to conduct good interviews (and you probably 
do), know that help is available. Look to your HR of-
fice and to OPM for a variety of tools and trainings.24

24 Toolkits and information about Structured Interviews from 
OPM include: Structured Interviews: A Practical Guide (http://apps.
opm.gov/ADT/ContentFiles/SIGuide09.08.08.pdf ) and the Struc-
tured Interview Video (http://www.opm.gov/MediaCenter/videos/
OPM-Media-Center/Structured-Interview-Training.aspx).

c.3. types of common assessment methods25

• Structured interviews: Interviews that employ ob-
jective, pre-determined rules for eliciting, observing 
and evaluating interview responses.

• Unstructured interviews: Interviews in which the 
questions asked may be unplanned and vary across 
interviews, and the results are analyzed and applied 
subjectively.

• Cognitive ability tests: Tests that are used to esti-
mate applicants’ abilities involved in thinking (e.g., 
reasoning, perception, memory, verbal and math 
ability, and problem solving).

• Occupational questionnaires: Questionnaires with 
multiple-choice items that allow agencies to rate 
applicants’ education and experience—often used in 
tandem with multiple-choice questions supplied by 
applicant tracking systems (e.g., QuickHire, AVUE 
or USAStaffing).

• KSA narratives: Essays that summarize applicant 
knowledge, skills and abilities, which agencies can 
use to rate applicants’ education and experience.

• Reference checks: Information collected from 
those who have prior knowledge of an applicant, 
which is used to evaluate an applicant’s past job per-
formance. 

• Biographical data: Typically includes questions 
about past events and behaviors reflecting personal-
ity attributes, attitudes, experiences, interests, skills 
and abilities validated as predictors of overall per-
formance for a given occupation (e.g., ACWA Form 
C).

• Accomplishment records: Applicants provide 
written descriptions of personal accomplishments 
that best illustrate their proficiency on critical job 
competencies. A panel of trained raters then uses 
competency-based benchmarks to score the degree 
to which the behaviors and outcomes reflect the 
benchmark levels of proficiency.

• Job knowledge tests: Tests that measure applicants’ 
current knowledge of the field or job for which they 
are applying (e.g., a test that measures an applicant’s 

25 List of assessment methods adapted from Merit Systems Protec-
tion Board, Job Simulations: Trying Out for a Federal Job, 57.
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knowledge of basic chemistry or accounting prin-
ciples).

• Education level: The level of education attained by 
the applicant (e.g., college graduate, graduate de-
gree, Ph.D.).

c.4. creating better training and experience 
questions for government hiring 

As one of the initial steps in the hiring process, many 
government agencies collect applicants’ self-reports of 
their training and experience, gathered through ques-
tionnaires.26 Training and experience questionnaires 
serve two useful purposes: initially winnowing large 
applicant pools by separating out those candidates who 
report that they do not have the requisite experience 
needed for a job and providing hiring managers with 
background to explore in later stages of the hiring pro-
cess, including interviews and reference checks. Agen-
cies also frequently use these questionnaires to help de-
termine minimum job qualifications—a task for which 
other assessment tools are often far better suited. 

Agencies currently collect training and experience in-
formation in one of two ways: written summaries pre-
pared by the applicant that demonstrate how his or her 
training and experience relate to critical knowledge, 
skills and abilities (KSAs) for the job or responses to 
multiple-choice questions. One goal of the Obama ad-
ministration’s hiring reform is to eliminate the written 
KSA summaries from the initial application by early 
November 2010, because they are often burdensome for 
applicants to prepare and time-consuming for hiring of-
ficials to evaluate. The use of multiple-choice training 
and experience questions is much less burdensome. 

Although other types of assessment tools are much 
more effective for determining applicant qualifications 
and capabilities to perform a job, it is unlikely that such 
assessments can be implemented quickly enough in 
many agencies to meet an early November timeframe. 

The administration’s plan calls for adoption of proce-
dures that will “allow individuals to apply for federal 
employment by submitting resumes and cover letters or 
completing simple, plain language applications, and as-
sess applicants using valid, reliable tools.”
 

26 Information from OPM about Training and Experience can be 
found in the Assessment Decision Guide (http://apps.opm.gov/ADT/
Content.aspx?page=3-12). 

Although reviewing large numbers of resumes is diffi-
cult, they can serve as a gateway or initial starting point 
for individuals to become applicants. While agencies 
may opt to use automated resume reading tools, the 
inconsistency of information provided by applicants 
makes resumes problematic as a basis for applicant 
screening. Well-developed training and experience 
questions address this issue by enabling standardized 
information to be collected from all applicants, allow-
ing for apples to apples assessment. Thus, they provide 
a viable stop-gap measure to comply with the directive 
to eliminate written narratives by November, although 
identifying the best candidates for the job and achiev-
ing quality of hires overall calls for using more effective 
assessments. 

Caveats when using training and experience 
questionnaires
While information on training and past experience is 
important to collect, it has significant limitations: 

• Many job applicants receive high scores on mul-
tiple-choice questions that rely on self-reports of 
their training and experience, suggesting that more 
than a few are inflating these self-reports.

• As a consequence, self-report multiple-choice items 
are among the least accurate assessment tools for 
differentiating between applicants who will per-
form effectively on the job.27 

• Multiple-choice training and experience items pro-
vide only an indirect measure of the critical com-
petencies applicants must possess to perform a job. 
Applicants with some experience or training in an 
area may not be able to apply the training or do re-
lated work effectively. 

• Using training and past experience information can 
significantly disadvantage applicants who have not 
had the same opportunities as others to gain access 
to education and experience, but may nonetheless 
possess strong capabilities to perform the job. For 
example, an applicant can have exceptional cus-
tomer service skills without prior experience in a 
customer services job, yet this person would be by-
passed using education and experience as qualifica-
tions factors. 

27 MSPB, Federal Appointment Authorities; MSPB, Reforming Fed-
eral Hiring; Partnership for Public Service, Asking the Wrong Ques-
tions; MSPB, Job Simulations: Trying out for a federal job.
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The problems identified above mean that self-reported 
training and experience items have limited usefulness 
for determining applicant qualifications or capabilities 
to perform a job. Over-reliance on training and experi-
ence items for these purposes leads directly to hiring 
manager complaints that too many candidates referred 
to them for consideration are not well-qualified. 

Getting started
Recognizing that it may not be practical for government 
agencies to implement higher-quality competency as-
sessments immediately, below are guidelines for pre-
paring useful training and experience questions using 
multiple-choice formats. 

First, identify the competencies that will be measured, 
based on your job analysis. Some competencies, such as 
written communication, teamwork and customer ser-
vice, will be common across many occupations. Others 
may be more technical and job-specific, such as techni-
cal systems design and program management. 

The competencies should relate to tangible job tasks 
and activities that can be seen and measured. Gener-
ally, you will want to select between five and eight of 
the most critical competencies as the focus of the ques-
tionnaire.

Writing behaviorally based questions
The goal is to develop quality items that ask about past 
experience performing the work behaviors associated 
with each competency. Between three and eight items 
are typically asked for each competency area, depend-
ing on how many of the most critical work behaviors 
are associated with that area. Writing a quality item in-
cludes all of the following:

• Make sure each item reflects a critical work behav-
ior that targets a single competency. A single ques-
tion should not, for example, attempt to obtain in-
formation on both technical IT implementation 
experience and more generic teamwork experience. 

• Consider the type of experience required. Should 
the item focus on experience that demonstrates 
specific knowledge and skill (e.g., developed Java 
applications) or more general job-relevant behavior 
(developed software applications)? 

• Items should be written to differentiate among can-
didates’ levels of experience. This is best accom-
plished by writing response options in which the 

complexity (from straightforward to highly com-
plex) and independence (from supervised to super-
vising others) of the work is described. 

• Use observable, verifiable terms. “Write a report” is 
better than “develop a report” as a measure for writ-
ten communication.

• Write clear and succinct items. Example: Audits 
time reports of supervisees by checking for errors 
and verifying hours claimed.

table 1 Common question-writing pitfalls and fixes

Pitfall fix

Unnecessary Words Strip the task to the bare elements; make 
it as concise and clear as possible.

Double Barreled 
(includes multiple 
behaviors or 
competencies)

Remove extra actions or break the item 
into two (or more) separate items.

Overly Specific 
Items

Unless the job demands very specific 
prior experience, use more general 
actions. For example, instead of “Use 
Excel to add, subtract and divide 
subordinates' timecards to calculate 
time and leave,” a better item would be 

“Use Excel to add, subtract and divide 
data.” (e.g., Use spreadsheets to track 
pay and leave.)

Vague or 
Ambiguous Terms

Do not use subjective adjectives 
and adverbs (e.g., complex, difficult, 
accurately) that open the door for 
respondents to interpret items differently. 
For example, instead of “Prepared 
complex reports that became highly 
visible in the organization,” a better 
item would be, “Prepared reports that 
required integrating information from 
multiple sources, identifying critical 
issues, and developing conclusions that 
persuaded others to a viewpoint.”

Abbreviations Avoid using abbreviations and 
acronyms; spell out terms to ensure all 
applicants understand the item.
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Response options for survey questions
Various types of response options can be used with 
training and experience items, such as:

• Yes-No: Applicants select Yes or No

• Multiple choice: Applicants select one answer from 
the options provided

• Select all that apply: Applicants select as many op-
tions as describe their experience 

You can use generic or customized response options for 
training and experience items. Examples of each are 
shown in table 2, followed by a summary of their pros 
and cons:

Example of Generic Response Options:

• No experience. 

• Experience in training, but not on a job. 

• Performed with direct supervision on a job. 

• Performed with limited guidance on a job. 

• Independently performed on a job. 

Example of Customized Response Options:

• No experience evaluating civil engineering work.

• Experience in training and evaluating civil engi-
neering work, but not on a job.

• Experience evaluating the work of others (adher-
ence to contract terms, deliverables, milestones and 
costs) for limited scope projects in situations where 
services were prescribed, clear-cut to deliver, and 
straightforward to oversee. 

• Experience evaluating the work of others (adher-
ence to contract terms, deliverables, milestones and 
costs) delivering specialized services for projects 

where you were required to gain specialized techni-
cal expertise to properly evaluate the work. 

• Experience evaluating the work of others (adher-
ence to contract terms, deliverables, milestones and 
costs) delivering large-scale, multifaceted services 
for projects that required ongoing collaboration, 
oversight and guidance to refine requirements and 
considerable technical expertise across relevant en-
gineering disciplines to evaluate work. 

c.5. conducting structured Job interviews

Structured job interviews use a standard set of ques-
tions designed to assess critical competencies—identi-
fied through a job analysis—that are required for a job. 
Structured interview questions can be developed to as-
sess almost any competency, but they are often used to 
assess softer skills such as dealing with people, commu-
nicating, leading, planning, organizing and being adapt-
able. An effective structured interview assessment will 
meet the following criteria:28

• All candidates for a specific vacancy are asked the 
same set of questions. 

• The most effective structured interview questions 
require candidates to describe a time when they 
handled a situation or problem relevant to a critical 
job competency. For clarity and focus, candidates 
are asked to provide an example of only one situa-
tion per question. Candidates begin by providing a 
description of the circumstances that led up to the 
situation. They then describe what actions or be-
haviors they engaged in to handle the situation and 
the outcomes that resulted. 

28 For more information consult OPM’s Structured Interview Guide 
(http://apps.opm.gov/ADT/ContentFiles/SIGuide09.08.08.pdf ).

table 2 Pros and cons of generic versus customized response options

generic customized

Pros •	 Relatively inexpensive to develop

•	 Easier and less time to develop 

•	 Measurement expertise less critical 

•	 Can be used across questionnaires and occupations

•	 May provide greater differentiation among candidates

•	 Can be specifically tailored to an occupation or grade level

•	 More meaningful descriptions of experience

cons •	 Little to no input from subject matter experts

•	 May provide less differentiation among candidates

•	 More challenging and time-consuming to develop

•	 Requires greater measurement expertise

•	 Requires much more subject matter expertise involvement

•	 Less useful across questionnaires and occupations
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• Interviewers take notes during the interview, re-
cording the situation, actions and results of each 
situation. 

• Interviewers may probe to collect more information 
using proper probing techniques to ensure that the 
interview is kept as standard as possible for all can-
didates. 

• An effective structured interview provides stan-
dardized rating criteria, which interviewers use to 
evaluate responses. 

• Interviewers need to be trained in how to adminis-
ter the structured interview properly and apply the 
rating criteria consistently and accurately. 

• Each interview question is typically scored using 
the standardized rating criteria, and these ratings 
can be summarized across the questions to achieve 
a final overall score. 

Typical steps involved in developing competency-
based assessments29

1. Observe or interview job experts to develop lists of 
work activities performed on the job and competen-
cies that are required to perform these activities.

2. Survey a sufficiently large and representative sam-
ple of job incumbents or supervisors, asking them 
to rate which work activities and competencies are 
critical for effective job performance.

3. Analyze the survey data to prioritize the most criti-
cal work activities and competencies.

4. Develop assessments that measure critical job com-
petencies. This can include a variety of assessment 
types (e.g., work samples, multiple choice assess-
ments, cognitive skills assessments, writing assess-
ments, and video-based judgment assessments.

5. Pilot test assessments to ensure they have accept-
able measurement properties.

6. Validate the job relevance of the assessments—dif-
ferent validation strategies can be employed de-
pending on the assessment type and content.

7. Implement assessments for operational use.

29 Pulakos, Elaine D. Selection Assessment Methods: A guide to im-
plementing formal assessments to build a high-quality workforce, Soci-
ety for Human Resource Management Foundation.

Figure 2 example of interview question, probes and rating criteria on interpersonal skills

Question: Tell me about a time when you started out in a difficult, adversarial situation that you had to improve with a co-worker in order to 
successfully complete a project.

Probe: What were the circumstances that made the situation difficult or adversarial? 

Probe: What did you do to develop rapport and improve the relationship with your co-worker? 

Probe: What happened as a result of your actions?

saMPle rating criteria for aPPlicant resPonses

1 2 3 4 5

low rating Moderate rating High rating

The Applicant:
• Made minimal at-

tempts to understand 
the person’s perspec-
tive.

• Developed only a sur-
face-level relationship 
in a simple situation. 

The Applicant:
• Attempted to un-

derstand the other 
person’s perspective. 

• Developed a positive 
working relationship 
with the person in a 
moderately difficult 
situation.

The Applicant:
• Effectively reached out 

to person and actively 
sought to understand 
the person’s perspec-
tive.

• Developed a very 
positive relationship 
with the person in an 
extremely difficult 
situation.
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